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a priori reason to assume that throughout the sequence
of europium terminal levels the pair dipole moment from
either 2A or E will be systematically larger than the
other. We 6nd that the ratio of the total intensities
from the two 2E, levels for nine terminal levels, which
were chosen primarily because their intensities could
be accurately determined, is equal to the Boltzmann
factor.

IV. SUMMARY

Europium-terminated chromium emission has now
been observed in EuA103 and Eu3Ga501~. Chromium
emission terminating on the levels of terbium in
TbA103 has also been found and this will be reported in
a future paper. "The sidebands are the electronic ana-

' J. P. van der Ziel and L. G. Van Uitert, Solid State Commun.
7, 819 (1969).

logs of phonon-assisted emission and are closely related
to the magnon sidebands observed in antiferromagnets.
By analogy with the theory of magnon sidebands, we
have argued that the exchange interaction between the
chromium and europium ions leads to a spin-dependent
electric dipole moment. An important feature of the
present theory is the requirement of anisotropic ex-
change for both the chromium and europium ions, and
the method of pair emission appears as an exceedingly
attractive technique for studying these complex
interactions.
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Line Strengths of the sP Multiplets of Gd'+ in CaF& at Cubic Sites*
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The line strengths of the purely magnetic dipole transitions from the nominally $7/2 ground state of
Gds+ to the P7/2 and 6P5/2 multiplets are calculated to be in the ratio of 1.77:1, in agreement with data on
the cubic-site spectra of CaF2.Gd3+. The intermediate coupling calculation gives a 'P7/2 oscillator strength
of 6,35)(10 s. Longitudinal and transverse Zeeman measurements confirm the magnetic dipole transition
character.

HE introduction of Gd'+ into a divalent-cation
site in CaF2 requires the presence of an additional

charge to maintain over-all electrical neutrality. The
location of this compensating ion will determine the

symmetry of the local electrostatic field. A cubic field of
eightfold coordination (Os) results from a compensating
ion lying further than two lattice constants from the
Gd'+. The optical spectra of the 'I'7~2 and 'I'~~2 cubic-
crystal-6eld multiplets have been identified by the use
of EPR studies of the ground state in conjunction with

heat treatment of the samples to vary the relative
abundance of the sites. ' ' Recent Zeeman measure-
ments' have con6rmed these results and identified the
irreducible representations of the excited crystal-field
levels for the cubic site. In this short note, the line

strengths are examined.

* Work supported under Air Force Contract No. F33615-69-C-
1172 and conducted in part at the Materials Laboratory, Wright-
Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio.
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TwsLE I. Summary of CaF2'. Gd'+ cubic-site data.

jn(f)di "
Multiplet (cm ')

6P /2 0.18
0.35
0.20

P5/2 0.26
0.13

Energy
(cm-1)

&0

32 035.8
32 051.1
32 092.8

32 637.6
32 653.8

Calculated
oscillator
st,rengthb

Rep (sS7&s)(L+2S() P) (X10 )
2p
4~8 —0.5204
2@7

4~s 0 3873
2p

6.35

3.58

"Data for a 0.5-mole % total Gd3+ sample in which about 25 j0 of the
Gds+ is in the cubic site.

b In the first-order approximation the line-strength ratios are 1:2:1
and 2: 1 for the 6P7/~ and 'P8/a multiplets, respectively.

Figure 1 shows the 'P multiplet spectra of CaF2.'Gd'+.
The levels belonging to the cubic site are identified by
vertical lines of length proportional to the calculated
strengths. The measured and computed values are given
in Table I.

For an ion in a static electric held of cubic symmetry,
no first-order mechanism exists for the introduction of
opposite parity character into the states of a single
configuration (4f' in this case). Therefore, only mag-
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Fro. 1. 77'I absorption spectra of CaF&.'Gd'+ (0.4-mole % nominal Gd'+ doping). The transitions associated with ions in cubic
sites are indicated by vertical lines whose length is proportional to the calculated strength. Within each multiplet each eigenstate
contributes equally in first order to the line strength, so that the I 8 appears twice as intense as the '1 6 and 'Fv. Approximately 25'po
of the Gd'+ is in the cubic site.

netic dipole or electric quadrupole f ftransition-s are
allowed. This assumption was verified by comparison
of longitudinal and polarized transverse Zeeman spectra.
The 'P5/2 cubic site is shown in Fig. 2 as typical data.
Since the m..~ transverse spectra coincide with the
longitudinal patterns, the transitions are magnetic
dipole. 4

Magnetic dipole transitions between the states of f~
are parity-allowed, and the line strengths may be com-
puted without the use of adjustable parameters. Be-
cause the ground-state splitting' is only 0.149 cm—', the
spectroscopic stability criterion is satisfied even at
77'K, and measured values are readily compared to
calculations. The oscillator strength is defined as'

g= 4.028&& 10 QPp

)(
~
(f&p~Is7JJ,

~
Q+g, s( f~pnLs7 J'J.') ('/(2/+1),

where n is the index of refraction (1.43 for CaFs), &o the
transition energy (crn '); L and S are the orbital and

spin angular momentum operators. The matrix elements
may be computed by tensor operator methods. ' The
AJ=~1 selection rule is closely obeyed and no P'3/2

transitions are observed. The intermediate coupling
vectors were obtained from the free-ion Hamiltonian

4 G. H. Dieke, Spectra and Energy Levels of Rare Earth Ionsin
Crystals (Wiley-Interscience, Inc. , New York, 1968), p. 125.

'%. Low, Phys. Rev. 109, 265 (1958).
'B. G. Wybourne, Spectroscopic Properties of Rare Earths

(Wiley-Interscience, Inc., New York, 1965), p. 210.

due to Judd et a/ 'with the .first-order J, coinposition of
the Stark multiplets as given by Lea et a/. For cubic-
crystal-field manifolds with J less than —,', the J, com-
position is independent of the 6eld parameters and gives
rise to equal magnetic dipole contributions from each
eigenstate. The reduced matrix elements obtained from
the complete set of nLS states for the free ion are given
in Table I.

The ratio of P7/2 to P5/~ magnetic dipole strength is
calculated to be 1.77: 1 in agreement with the value of
1.79:1 found by Gilfanov et al'. ,' and with measurements
made in this laboratory. " The total '57/2 to P7/2
strength is computed to be 6.35&(10 ' for a purely
magnetic dipole transition, again in agreement with the
cubic-site observations. ' The electric quadrupole con-
tribution is less than 1% of this value. The fluorescence
lifetime of the P7/2 to 57/2 transition is 10.8 msec in
agreement with the measured values. '

The samples were grown by OPTOVAC Inc. using
the Stockbarger-Bridgman method in vacuum. Follow-
ing a slow annealing, right circular cylinders approxi-
mately 1 cm long and 1 cm diam were cut with the

B.R. Judd, H. M. Crosswhite, and Hanna Crosswhite, Phys.
Rev. 169, &30 (j.968).
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Solids 23, 1381 (1962).

9 I'. Z. Gilfanov A. L. Stolov, and Zh. S. Yakovleva, Opt. i

Spektroskopiya 2k, 4 (1968) )English transl. : Opt. Spectry.
(USSR) 24, 302 (1968)j."R. Ziegler (private communication).
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FIG. 2. Transverse and longitudinal
Zeeman absorption spectra of the
cubic-crystal-field split 'PSI& multiplet
of Gd'+ in CaF2. The magnetic field
is 6.1 kOe directed along the L001j.
In the transverse experiment, radia-
tion is incident normal to the magnetic
field and polarized with the electric
vector perpendicular (n) or parallel (s.)
to the magnetic field. Sample tem-
perature is 77'K.
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L110$ along the cylindrical axis. A Jarrell-Ash 3.4-m
spectrograph with resolving power of better than
450000 produced a second-order reciprocal dispersion
of 0.8A/mm. The spectrograph slit is 20' wide and
has a negligible effect on the line shape and intensity
measurements. Density measurements of Kodak. V-Ii
plates were made with a Joyce-Loebel microdensi-
torneter.

Because a site of cubic symmetry is possible, the
alkaline-earth fluorides doped with Gd'+ (or any tri-
positive rare earth) offer a unique opportunity to test

line-strength calculations. The cubic site allows the
magnetic dipole contribution to be measured inde-
pendently of the electric dipole strength, ""which may
be operative for ions in sites of lower symmetry
(C4„,Cs„,C,) in the same hosts. "

We wish to thank V. L. Donlan and J. M. O'Hare for
stimulating discussions and the free-ion state vectors
used.
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